Lucy

Lucy Custom

Decorative Collection
E27 Aluminium Alloy Lamp holder colours

Copper

Silver

Pearl Black Bright Brass

Second suspension Point

Vintage Collection
E27 Solid Brass pendent lamp holder colours

Grey Metal
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Brass

chrome

Gold

Second suspension Point
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Source Type

LED Array

Corrected Colour Temperature

2700K

Dimensions

150x185mm
120x145mm

IP

IP20

Power

6W

CRI

specify 80

Beam angle

360°

Luminus Flux at 25°

750lm

CRII80
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Lucy is a decorative pendent light fitting that comes that comes E27 G150
LED Lamp, there is an optional clear glass lamp shade in the Lucy ll. This
range of fittings are more commonly used in the hospitality industry,
particularly in the Clubs, restaurants, hotel and foyers entry. Adding
depth to the design of Lucy fitting we are able to custom manufacture up
to eight pendants per one ceiling rose, this feature will add style depth of
field to your commercial project and reduce the number of points needed
for a large installation.
The Lucy pendent is available with four different colour 27 lamp holders.
This pendent can have a suspension cable up to 4m flex. Also secondary
suspension point is available as a standard product.
The Lucy fitting is designed for maximum of 25,000-hour life with L80.
This fitting is suitable for commercial application and is suitable for up to
16 hour switching cycle. The Lucy comes with a 6W E27 G150 or G120 LED
Filament Globe that produces 750lm at 2700K with CRI 80 and flicker free
technology.
To further ensure reliability of the E27 G150 or G120 LED Filament globe
we will be using latest Epistar LED glass filament technology. We use the
best technology available to provide commercial grade luminaire.

2700K CRI 80

Lucy
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150 Black/ white suspension and Lamp
Holder Type and colour
120 Black/ white suspension and Lamp
Holder Type and colour
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